Atawhai SHARED PATHWAY

MOVE OFF PATH when stopped
WARN when approaching

CYCLE HELMET: Cyclists must wear an approved cycle helmet. Your helmet should be positioned properly on your head and must be securely fastened.

RIDING ON FOOTPATHS is illegal to ride on the footpath unless there is a signed workplace.

DOGS on walkways/pathways need to be on a leash. Some sealed areas are adjacent to designated dog exercise areas where dogs are allowed off leash so cyclists should exercise caution when riding in these areas. You MUST have dogs on leash in CBD. Dogs are NOT allowed on sports grounds (Wawe Park).

SHARE THE PATH

STAND OUT - Wear bright clothes and helmet. Use reflectors and lights
LOOK AFTER YOUR BIKE - Remember 5 check points - pedals, brakes, wheels, frame and helmet
WHEN AROUND WALKERS - Ride at slow speeds

RECOMMENDED CYCLE LINKS

Just had a near miss? Just seen a blue crab?
0800 CYCLECRASH 0800 292 532
Biking and walking - We've been doing it for years!
Good for you • Great with friends • Safe for our environment